[Essay 1-1; by E. A. Paddock, “No 34”:]
Influence of Habit
From a very slight an comprehensive view of man we find that he is
wonderfully made; he is endowed with powers and faculties to enable him to
look into the secrets of things, to bring to light whatever may be in a hidden
state, and it is singular that habit has an extensive influence in facilitating
his progress both in good and evil. Notwithstanding this he should be
actuated by those motives only which contribute to his general welfare and
happiness. He should always remember that the habits he imbibes in
youth of whatever nature follow him through life, and that those of a
virtuous quality character serve to hasten his progress towards perfection;
but on the contrary those of an evil tendency only serve to corrupt this
understanding impede his progress and present him with many obstacles,
all of which must be overcome if he would arrive at any degree of distinction
or eminence: Alas! how many are there who are prone to obey their own
evil propensities and wander on in the dark and thorny path until it lands
them on the shore it brings them to the brink of utter destruction and
wretchedness Therefore we find it requisite expedient that care be
bestowed in youth that we implant be taken in youth to implant in our
hearts firm and unshaken steadfast principles that they may not be blighted
by the strong winds which are constantly assailing them, but that when the
storms have ceased and harvest appears we may reap plentifully and
abundantly of the fruit thereof. While ascending the hill of science it is
essential that we acquire habits of study and industry to encounter the
difficulties which hinder our advancement success in producing the effects
intended that we may be useful to as well as agreeable to our fellow men.
E. A. P.
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